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This paper provides a brief introduction to the domain of ‘learning analytics’. We first explain the
background and idea behind the concept. Then we give a brief overview of current research issues. We
briefly list some more controversial issues before concluding.
Background and idea
Learning analytics can be introduced as a particular application of the more general movement towards
‘quantified self’: in this community, researchers, hobbyists and enthusiasts focus on ‘self knowledge
through self-tracking’ [1]. Typical examples include tracking of food intake, emotional well-being, sports
activities, work productivity, etc. Some applications track activities automatically, using sensors. These
sensors can be hardware based: a typical example is the fitbit that tracks physical activity such as
walking, running, stair climbing, etc. and that is part of a ‘health operating system’ [2]. The sensors can
also be software based: a typical example is rescue time, which tracks all activities on a computer system,
and enables a user to set goals for how much time she wants to spend on certain kinds of activities [3].
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Another way to introduce learning analytics is to situate it in the quite explosive trend towards ‘business
analytics’ [4] and ‘Big Data’ [5]. In this domain, huge data repositories collect traces of where people go,
whom they interact with, what they buy, etc. Analytical applications then try to make sense of the data,
either algorithmically through data mining techniques, or through information visualization techniques in
visual analytics.
Learning analytics can then be defined as a research area that focuses on collecting traces that learners
leave behind and using those traces to improve learning. In this domain, there are two major approaches:
1. Educational Data Mining can process the traces algorithmically and point out patterns or compute
indicators [6].
2. Information visualization can present the traces in ways that help learners or teachers to steer the
learning process [7].
One way to make the distinction clearer is to compare educational data mining with autonomous vehicles:
the idea is to build algorithms that discover patterns in what learners do and then the algorithms can steer
the learner in the right direction. On the other hand, the work we and others do on visualization is more
about building dashboards that support people in being better drivers: the idea is to help learners to be
more aware of what they do, support self-reflection and enable sense making [22] [8] [9] [10].
There is also an opportunity to combine both approaches: for instance, we can use visualization
techniques to help people understand what data mining algorithms come up with and why. In that way,
work on visualization can help to increase understanding of and trust in what the educational data mining
community achieves [11].
Our research interests align mostly with the visualization approach, as it focuses on helping people rather
than on automating the process [12]. It is inspired by a ‘modest computing’ approach [13] where the
technology is used to support what we want people to be good at (being aware of what is going on,
making decisions, …) by leveraging what computers are good at (repetitive, boring tasks…).
In any case, learning analytics is certainly a booming domain [14]: the first ‘International Conference on
Learning Analytics and Knowledge’ was organized in 2011 [15]. LAK2012 sold out [16] and LAK2013 will
mark the first time that the conference is organized in Europe (April 8-12, Leuven, Belgium) [17]. Recently,
a Society for Learning Analytics research was set up, “ an inter-disciplinary network of leading international
researchers who are exploring the role and impact of analytics on teaching, learning, training and
development” [18].
Research issues
There are, as in most research fields, many diverse interests and goals in research on learning analytics.
Here, we cite some of the issues that we feel are particularly important:
1. A really tough problem is figuring out what are meaningful learning traces: this is all the more
problematic in learning, where there seems to be less consensus on what are relevant criteria…
Maybe time of day or location are relevant. And maybe they are not. Maybe whom the learner is
with or what device she is using is relevant. Maybe not. Maybe what the teacher has had for lunch
or the background noise level is important. Maybe not. As mobile devices proliferate, and as these
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devices integrate more sensors, there are more and more characteristics that we can measure.
Still, it is not because we can measure them that they are relevant. However, it is often difficult to
figure out beforehand what will be relevant, why or how...
2. Specifically for visual approaches to learning analytics, translating those traces into visual
representations and feedback that support learning is another challenge: the danger of presenting
meaningless eye candy or networks that confuse rather than help is all too real [19].
3. This kind of work is difficult to evaluate: we can (and do!) evaluate usability and usefulness, but
assessing real learning impact is hard – both on a practical, logistical level (as it requires
longitudinal studies) as well as on a more methodological level (as impact is ‘messy’ and it is
difficult to isolate the effect of the intervention that we want to evaluate) [20]. One way to address
this problem is to adopt a design research methodology [21], where, rather than trying to do double
blind studies, the focus is on the design, development and deployment of artefacts and the study
of the effects that these have in real learning contexts.
4. While it is true that ‘if you don’t measure, you don’t know’, there is also a danger that ‘you become
what you measure’. In our work, we track for instance how many twitter messages students send
with a course hash tag, how many blog posts they write, how many comments they make on blogs
of other students, how many lines of code they program, how many compilation errors they trigger,
etc. [22] Yet, these are all quantitative measures, and more is sometimes ... just more. If the
students would conclude from these measures that the most important goal is to tweet and blog
as often as possible, then learning analytics may be more a problem than a solution. On the other
hand, if they do not tweet, blog or program at all, they will not contribute to or take advantage of
our very community-of-practice oriented approach to learning.
5. By collecting traces that learners leave behind, we can build data sets that will help to turn learning
research into more of an empirical science [23]. Sharing these data sets is a huge e-science
challenge, that we try to address with the EATEL Special Interest Group [24].
6. Obviously, by tracking sometimes in quite detailed ways [25] all the traces that learners leave
behind, questions arise around privacy and ‘Big Brother’ aspects [26]: we advocate transparency in
this context, where the learners know that they are being tracked, what exactly is recorded, and
where the learners, teachers, organization (and even the outside world) all have access to the same
data.
7. As support through learning analytics becomes more and more effective, there is also a danger
that it may become enslaving rather than empowering [27]. Although there may be a sometimes
thin and careful line between coercion and persuasion, that doesn’t mean that, we should leave
learners without any kind of support though?
All of these and many other issues are being actively researched in numerous projects and by a wide
variety of parties from different background. As mentioned above, the SOLAR society [18] and the LAK
conference series [17] tries to build community on this topic.
Conclusion
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We hope that this short introduction to the new and exciting field of learning analytics may help to raise
awareness, interest and reflection on learning analytics: the authors welcome feedback and comments!
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